ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

CGNEY TRANSITION (CGNEY, ANJLL4)
HAKMN TRANSITION (HAKMN, ANJLL4)
DNERO TRANSITION (DNERO, ANJLL4)
SALY TRANTITION (SALY, ANJLL4)
SHTNR TRANSITION (SHTNR, ANJLL4)

From ANJLL on track 240° to cross CAANN at or above 17,000', then on track 240° to cross BOYEL at or above 14,000', then on track 241° to cross CIRCUS between 12,000' and 14,000' and at 270K.

NOTE: CGNEY, OTOOL, and SALY transitions ATC only, do not file.
NOTE: SHTRN transition restricted to KLAS departures only.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES INTL (LAX)

LOST COMMUNICATIONS: In the event of lost communication prior to runway assignment proceed on ILS or LOC RWY 25L approach.